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Abstract Introduction: The NIH Toolbox Cognition Battery (NIHTB-CB) is a computer-based protocol not
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yet validated for clinical assessment.
Methods: We administered the NIHTB-CB and traditional neuropsychological tests to 247 Memory
Disorders and Alzheimer’s Prevention Clinic patients with subjective cognitive decline, mild
cognitive impairment, mild dementia due to Alzheimer’s disease, and normal cognition. Principal
component analysis, partial correlations, and univariate general linear model tests were performed
to assess construct validity. Discriminant function analyses compared classification accuracy.
Results: Principal component analysis identified three conceptually coherent factors: memory
(MEMNIH), executive function (EFNIH), and crystallized intelligence (CINIH). These factors were
strongly associated with corresponding traditional tests and differed across diagnostic groups as
expected. Both NIHTB and traditional batteries yielded strong overall discriminative ability (.80%).
Discussion: The NIHTB-CB is a valid method to assess neurocognitive domains pertinent to aging
and dementia and has utility for applications in a memory clinic setting.
� 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of the Alzheimer’s Association. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/
4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) affects over 26 million
people worldwide, a prevalence expected to quadruple
by 2050 [1]. The pathophysiological process of AD begins
years before clinical symptoms emerge, providing an
opportunity for intervention in at-risk individuals [2].
Neuropsychological assessment facilitates diagnosis of
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AD and improves identification of individuals at risk for
dementia [2], but neuropsychological testing can be a
lengthy and resource-intensive process, which is not
feasible in all clinics. As preventive therapies become
available [3–5], efficient and sensitive assessments
will be needed for longitudinal evaluations of large
samples. Computerized measures offer standardized
administration, streamlined scoring and analysis, access
to large normative data sets, and automated capture of
reaction time and other sensitive response parameters,
making them highly effective for detection of subtle
cognitive impairment [2,6].
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The NIH Toolbox Cognition Battery (NIHTB-CB) is a
computer-administered protocol that assesses key cognitive
domains [7]. It demonstrates strong convergent validity
against traditional neuropsychological tests in cognitively
healthy individuals [8], with normative data available across
the life span [9,10]. The NIHTB-CB was not designed for
clinical assessment, although investigations are underway
to explore its validity in traumatic brain injury, spinal cord
injury, and stroke [11–14]. In clinically normal older
adults, the NIHTB-CB correlated with traditional tests and
was able to identify subtle cognitive impairment [15]. To
our knowledge, the NIHTB-CB has not yet been validated
in samples with or at risk for AD, a critical gap in
investigating its utility in the context of AD staging.

The aim of this study was to investigate the validity and
utility of the NIHTB-CB in a clinical setting with patients
across the continuum of cognitive decline, including patients
seeking risk reduction care. The factor structure of the
NIHTB-CB was examined and validated against traditional
neuropsychological tests. The discriminative accuracy of
the NIHTB-CB for diagnostic grouping was also evaluated.
Finally, given the importance of episodic memory
assessment for AD, we examined the validity and utility of
the NIHTB-CB protocol with and without the delayed recall
measure of the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test
(RAVLT-DR), which is not included in the standard
NIHTB-CB protocol.
2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Participants provided informed consent for the
IRB-approved Comparative Effectiveness Dementia &
Alzheimer’s Registry at Weill Cornell Medicine/NewYork-
PresbyterianMemory Disorders and Alzheimer’s Prevention
Clinic. The sample included patients with a range of
cognitive conditions from those with family history of AD
and no cognitive complaint seeking risk assessment for early
intervention to those with advanced cognitive decline.
Participants underwent a clinical interview (with informant),
medical and neurological examinations, anthropometric and
laboratory measures, neuropsychological testing, and
structural brain MRI when indicated. Diagnoses were
assigned following a consensus conference including a
neurologist, family nurse practitioner, and multidisciplinary
health care team members who integrated results from
(1) clinical history and informant/self-report questionnaires
to determine onset and type of cognitive and/or
non-cognitive symptoms, ability to perform activities of
daily living, and subjective assessment of cognitive function;
(2) physical and neurological examination, including brain
MRI when available; and (3) the Mini–Mental State
Examination [16]. Diagnosis of subjective cognitive decline
(SCD) required self-reported decline in memory over the
past year according to a standardized questionnaire [17]
paired with expressed concern about cognitive difficulties
to the clinician, in the absence of objective evidence of
impaired cognition [18]. Diagnoses of mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) and dementia due to ADwere determined
using the most recent clinical diagnostic criteria [19,20].
Amnestic and nonamnestic presentations of MCI were
classified after consideration of scores on the delayed
recall subtest of the Mini–Mental State Examination,
along with description and type of cognitive complaint
(problems with memory vs. attention, language, or
processing speed) [21].

The current sample included 247 patients with the
following diagnoses: cognitively normal (CN; n 5 129),
SCD (n5 46), amnestic MCI (aMCI; n5 27), nonamnestic
MCI (naMCI; n 5 19), and mild dementia due to AD
(n 5 26).
2.2. Cognitive measures

All tests were administered during a single visit
(under 75 minutes) by research assistants. Five core
and two supplemental NIHTB-CB measures [22] were
administered, along with traditional neuropsychological
measures [16,23–28] commonly used in dementia
evaluations [28–32] (see Table 1).
2.3. Statistical methods

The NIHTB Picture Sequence Memory and List Sorting
Working Memory subtests [22] were too challenging for
participants with cognitive impairment and were not
included due to low completion rates. Of the 247 patients,
52 (21%) had some missing data on the remaining
NIHTB-CB protocol. Completion rates did not differ across
groups (CN 81%, SCD 89%, MCI 78%) with the exception
of AD (53%), where some participants completed
abbreviated protocols due to time constraints, inability to
complete tests, or because comprehensive testing was not
clinically indicated. Missing data for the NIHTB-CB were
handled with list-wise deletion.

Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed to
examine the factor structure of the NIHTB tests. To test
the model’s applicability in people without dementia, PCA
was repeated without the AD group. To test the model’s
utility without the additional RAVLT-DR subtest, PCA was
repeated without RAVLT-DR. Factor-based scores for the
NIHTB and traditional tests were computed using averaged
z-scores of tests that strongly loaded onto each factor. Most
factor score distributions were not normally distributed
according to tests (Shapiro-Wilk, P , .001; Kolmogorov-
Smirnov, P , .001) and associated histograms. Therefore,
both nonparametric and parametric tests were performed.

Nonparametric Spearman’s partial correlations were
performed to assess relations between NIHTB and
traditional factor scores within and across corresponding
cognitive domains, controlling for age, sex, and education.



Table 1

Neuropsychological measures

Cognitive domain NIHTB-CB tests Traditional tests

Learning/Memory RAVLT 1, 2, 3* MMSE-DR*

RAVLT-DR* Logical Memory immediate recall*

Logical Memory delayed recall*

FNAME*

Executive function/Attention/Processing speed DCCSy FAS*

Flankery ANT*

Pattern Comparison* MMSE-attention*

ODS* Trail-Making Test Part B*

Crystallized intelligence Picture Vocabularyy

Oral Reading Recognitiony

Abbreviations: NIHTB-CB, NIH Toolbox Cognition Battery; RAVLT 1, 2, 3, Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Task immediate recall trials 1–3; RAVLT-DR,

Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Task delayed recall; DCCS, Dimensional Change Card Sort; Flanker, Flanker Inhibitory Control/Attention; Pattern Comparison,

Pattern Comparison Processing Speed; ODS, Oral Digit Symbol; MMSE-DR, Mini–Mental State Examination delayed recall subscore; FNAME, Face Name

Associative Memory-cued first letter; FAS, verbal fluency under phonemic constraint to letters F-A-S; ANT, verbal fluency under categorical constraint (an-

imals); MMSE-attention, Mini–Mental State Examination attention subscore.

NOTE. Trail-Making Test Part B score represents time to completion (seconds).

NOTE. Raw and computed scores are unadjusted for demographics.

*Raw score.
yComputed score (provided by the NIH toolbox, used for computer adaptive tests and tests whose score requires combination of accuracy and reaction time

vectors).
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Univariate general linear model tests with Fisher’s least
significant difference pairwise comparisons of estimated
marginal means were used to test group differences on
continuous demographic variables and on NIHTB and tradi-
tional factor scores. c2 tests were used to compare categor-
ical variables (sex and race) across groups.

Discriminant function analyses examined cognitive fac-
tor scores as predictors of diagnostic group reclassification
(including CN, aMCI, naMCI, and AD). SCD was not
included as we did not expect correspondence with
consensus diagnoses when classifying SCD using cognitive
scores alone, and including this group would limit overall
predictive power. Factor scores from the three unique
PCAs were entered as independent predictors in three sepa-
rate discriminant analyses: (1) scores from PCA 1a (NIHTB-
CB including RAVLT-DR); (2) scores from PCA 2a
(NIHTB-CB excluding RAVLT-DR); and (3) scores from
PCA 3 (traditional tests). Cohen’s k was calculated to ac-
count for chance agreement due to differences in diagnostic
group sizes. Age, sex, and education were also entered as
Table 2

Demographic characteristics of participants by diagnostic group

Total (N 5 247) CN (N 5 129) SCD (N 5 4

Age (mean, SD), years 61.0 (14.7) 52.5 (12.0) 62.9 (11.2)

Age range 27–94 27–82 34–80

Sex (% female) 52% 55% 63%

Education (mean, SD) 15.6 (1.2) 15.9 (1.0) 15.6 (1.0)

Race (% white) 65% 62% 72%

Total MMSE 28.2 (3.3) 29.5 (.8) 29.4 (1.4)

Abbreviations: CN, cognitively normal; SCD, subjective cognitive decline; na

MMSE, Mini–Mental State Examination; n.s., nonsignificant.

NOTE. MMSE P values reflect General Linear Model test of between-subjects

*P , .001.
yP , .01.
independent variables in all three analyses. Results were
considered significant at P , .05.
3. Results

Sample characteristics are shown in Table 2. Participants
were 27 to 94 years old, with a mean age of 61 (615 years).
AD, aMCI, and naMCI groups were older than CN and SCD
groups (P’s , 0.01).

3.1. PCA of NIHTB-CB

PCA was conducted on all 10 NIHTB tests with orthog-
onal rotation (PCA 1a; Table 3). Three factors were identi-
fied, explaining 83% of the total variance: (1) learning/
memory (MEMNIH; where NIH 5 NIHTB); (2) executive
function (EFNIH); and (3) crystallized intelligence (CINIH).
The factor structure remained unchanged after excluding
participants with AD (PCA 1b; Supplementary Table 1).

PCA conducted on the NIHTB tests excluding RAVLT-
DR identified a solution with only two factors explaining
6) naMCI (N 5 19) aMCI (N 5 27) AD (N 5 26) P

71.8 (8.1) 74.3 (7.2) 78.4 (8.5) ,.001*

56–88 58–86 66–94

32% 48% 38% n.s.

15.4 (1.3) 15.4 (1.7) 14.7 (1.7) .001y

63% 67% 69% n.s.

28.7 (1.4) 26.3 (2.2) 19.8 (4.4) ,.001*

MCI, nonamnestic MCI; aMCI, amnestic MCI; AD, Alzheimer’s disease;

effect after covarying for age, sex, and education.



Table 3

PCAs of NIHTB-CB tests

PCA 1a (including RAVLT-DR, N 5 197) PCA 2a (excluding RAVLT-DR, N 5 198)

Component Component

1 2 3 1 2

Memory

(MEMNIH)

Executive

function (EFNIH)

Crystallized

intelligence (CINIH)

Executive function/working

memory (EF/WMNIH)

Crystallized

intelligence (CINIH)

RAVLT Trial 2 0.886 0.823

RAVLT-DR 0.853

RAVLT Trial 3 0.852 0.838

RAVLT Trial 1 0.818 0.711

Flanker 0.897 0.842

DCCS 0.874 0.84

Pattern Comparison 0.833 0.867

ODS 0.741 0.876

Oral Reading Recognition 0.89 0.891

Picture vocabulary 0.702 0.714

% Explained variance 35% 33% 15% 55% 17%

Total % explained variance 83% 72%

Abbreviations: NIHTB-CB, NIH Toolbox Cognition Battery; PCA, principal component analysis; RAVLT, Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test immediate

recall; RAVLT-DR, Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Task delayed recall; Flanker, Flanker Inhibitory Control/Attention; DCCS, Dimensional Change Card

Sort; Pattern Comparison, Pattern Comparison Processing Speed; ODS, Oral Digit Symbol.

NOTE. PCAwas conducted using varimax with Kaiser Normalization. Factors with eigenvalues greater than 1, with a maximum iteration of 25, were ex-

tracted—factor loadings shown after orthogonal rotation.

NOTE. PCA 1a rotation converged in 5 iterations. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy 5 0.90.

NOTE. PCA 2a rotation converged in 3 iterations. KMO 5 0.89.
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72% of the variance (PCA 2a; Table 3): (1) EF/working
memory (EF/WMNIH) and (2) CINIH. A final PCA without
RAVLT-DR and excluding AD participants yielded a
three-factor solution, similar to PCA 1a, explaining 79%
of the variance (PCA 2b; Supplementary Table 2).

As we were interested in assessing the utility of the
NIHTB-CB in a clinical population, factor-based scores
from PCAs including all diagnostic groups were calculated
(PCAs 1a and 2a). All tests had adequate unidimensionality
(factor loadings at or above 0.70 for a single latent construct)
[33] and Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin sampling adequacy [34].

3.2. PCA of traditional tests

PCA of traditional tests identified two factors, explaining
67% of the total variance (PCA 3; Table 4): (1) memory
(MEMT; where T 5 traditional tests) and (2) executive func-
tion (EFT). All tests demonstrated adequate unidimensional-
ity and Kaiser Meyer Olkin sampling adequacy [33,34].
Z-scores for each test uniquely loaded onto each
component were averaged to calculate factor-based scores
for MEMTand EFT from PCA 3. Descriptive data for all fac-
tor scores are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1.
3.3. Associations between NIHTB and traditional tests

Nonparametric partial correlations controlling for age,
sex, and education indicated that NIHTB factor scores
were significantly correlated with corresponding traditional
factor scores assessing the same cognitive domain
(P’s , 0.01), demonstrating convergent validity (Table 5).
Evidence of discriminant validity included lower correla-
tions with traditional factor scores of different cognitive do-
mains. Similar associations were found when asymptomatic
(CN and SCD) versus symptomatic (MCI and AD) groups
were analyzed separately (Supplementary Table 3).

We evaluated the construct validity of CINIH against edu-
cation, a common proxy for IQ. Bivariate nonparametric
Spearman’s correlations showed a significant relation be-
tween CINIH and education (rs 5 0.468, P , .001), and
Fisher’s Z tests showed that relation was stronger than the
relation between education and all other NIHTB factors
(rs 5 0.312 with MEMNIH; rs 5 0.171 with EFNIH;
rs 5 0.253 with EF/WMNIH; P’s , 0.05). Correlations be-
tween CINIH and education also were observed within the
asymptomatic versus symptomatic groups (P’s , 0.05;
Supplementary Table 3).
3.4. Group differences in factor scores

Independent-samples Kruskal-Wallis tests for nonpara-
metric data demonstrated significant differences on each fac-
tor score (NIHTB-CB and traditional) across diagnostic
groups (P’s, 0.01). Additional parametric analyses (univar-
iate general linear model) were performed to covary for age,
sex, and education when examining differences between
groups (Supplementary Fig. 1). Overall, analyses showed a
significant effect of group for each factor score, and
pairwise comparisons demonstrated expected relative per-
formance trends according to type and level of cognitive
impairment (CN/SCD , MCI , AD). Detailed differential



Table 4

PCA of traditional tests

PCA 3

Component

1 2

Memory

(MEMT)

Executive function

(EFT)

Logical Memory immediate recall 0.875

Logical Memory delayed recall 0.807

FNAME 0.727

MMSE-DR 0.626

FAS 0.83

ANT 0.77

MMSE-attention 0.718

Trails B 20.648

% Explained variance 34% 33%

Total % explained variance 67%

Abbreviations: PCA, principal component analysis; FNAME, Face Name

Associative Memory-cued first letter; MMSE-DR, Mini–Mental State Ex-

amination delayed recall subscore; FAS, verbal fluency under phonemic

constraint to letters F-A-S; ANT, verbal fluency under categorical constraint

(animals); MMSE-attention, Mini–Mental State Examination attention sub-

score.

NOTE. PCA was conducted using varimax with Kaiser Normalization.

Factors with eigenvalues greater than 1, with a maximum iteration of 25,

were extracted—factor loadings shown after orthogonal rotation.

NOTE. PCA 3 rotation converged in 3 iterations. The Kaiser-Meyer-

Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy 5 0.75.

NOTE. Owing to missing data for FNAME and Logical Memory tests

added to the protocol at a later date, alternate factor-based scores for the

traditional memory domain were calculated leveraging the most available

data (i.e., average of MMSE-DR and Logical Memory when FNAME was

missing). This factor-based score is noted as MEMT1 and is considered in

certain analyses by clinical group.
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performance data on factor scores between diagnostic
groups are found in the Supplementary Fig. 1.

3.5. Prediction of group membership

Classification results from discriminant function analyses
are presented in Fig. 1.

In the first discriminant function analysis (NIHTB PCA
1a, including RAVLT-DR), the overall c2 test was significant
(Wilks l5 0.225, c25 187.84, df5 18, P, .001). The first
function accounted for 94.2% of the variance in diagnostic
group membership, with a Canonical correlation of 0.857.
Reclassification of cases based on new canonical variables
was successful at an overall rate of 84.1% and remained sub-
stantial [35] after adjusting for chance (Cohen’s k 5 0.66).

In the second discriminant function analysis (NIHTB
PCA 2a, excluding RAVLT-DR), the overall c2 test was sig-
nificant (Wilks l5 0.258, c2 5 172.89, df5 15, P, .001).
The first function accounted for 96.7% of the variance in
diagnostic group membership, with a Canonical correlation
of 0.848. Reclassification of cases based on new canonical
variables was successful at an overall rate of 79.7% yet mark-
edly decreased after adjusting for chance (Cohen’s k5 0.58).

The third discriminant function analysis (traditional tests
from PCA 3) demonstrated a significant overall c2 test
(Wilks l5 0.214, c25 173.53, df5 15, P, .001). The first
function accounted for 90.7% of the variance in diagnostic
group membership, with a Canonical correlation of 0.852.
Reclassification of cases based on new canonical variables
was successful at an overall rate of 84.7% and remained sub-
stantial after adjusting for chance (Cohen’s k 5 0.66).

Regarding specific diagnostic groups, tests from PCA 1a
were superior at classifying CN and naMCI, whereas tests
from PCA 3were superior at classifying aMCI andAD. Over-
all, tests from the NIHTB-CB including RAVLT-DR (PCA
1a) were as good as traditional tests (PCA 3) in classifying
clinical groups, and the NIHTB-CB with RAVLT-DR (PCA
1a) performed better than without RAVLT-DR (PCA 2a).
Both the NIHTB and traditional batteries demonstrated rela-
tive weaknesses in distinguishing MCI. Upon review of the
55%–63% of MCI participants incorrectly classified using
the NIHTB-CB, individuals were more likely to be grouped
CN (25%–27%) than as the alternate aMCI/naMCI group
(13%–20%) or as AD (16%). Among the 52% incorrectly
classified using traditional tests, aMCI individuals were
equally likely to be grouped as AD or CN (17%), whereas
naMCI were equally likely to be grouped as CN or aMCI
(31%).

4. Discussion

Our findings support the validity and utility of the
NIHTB-CB augmented with a delayed recall subtest for
assessment of cognitive status in a clinic setting including
younger, middle-aged, and older adults at different stages
of cognitive health. We found that (1) the factor structure
supported the domains the NIHTB-CBwas designed to mea-
sure; (2) performance on the NIHTB-CB varied in a manner
consistent with performance on traditional neuropsycholog-
ical tests; (3) the NIHTB-CB explained more variance in
cognitive performance and demonstrated a higher agreement
rate with consensus diagnoses when RAVLT-DR was
included; and (4) the NIHTB-CB with RAVLT-DR demon-
strated classification agreement similar to that of the tradi-
tional tests. Although the NIHTB-CB was not designed to
substitute comprehensive neuropsychological assessment,
these data indicate it is a valid tool for broad assessment of
cognition in dementia and predementia conditions.

PCA analyses confirmed the convergent validity of the
NIHTB tests with strong factor loadings following a pattern
consistent with the construct each test was designed to mea-
sure [33], similar to that found in the initial validation study
in a cognitively unimpaired adult sample [36]. Executive
function, learning/memory, and crystallized intelligence
tests consistently clustered together across all PCAs both
with and without RAVLT-DR and with and without AD par-
ticipants. When RAVLT-DR was excluded in PCA 2a
(including all groups), a two-factor structure emerged, ex-
plaining a lower percentage of total variance. These results
suggest that when using the NIHTB-CB to measure



Table 5

Nonparametric Spearman’s partial correlations NIHTB-CB and traditional factor-based scores

PCA 1 (NIHTB-CB with RAVLT-DR) PCA 2a (NIHTB-CB without RAVLT-DR)

MEMNIH EFNIH CINIH EF/WMNIH CINIH

PCA 3 (Traditional tests) MEMT 0.471* 0.320* 0.196 0.500y 0.196

MEMT1 0.389y 0.270y 0.314y 0.348y 0.314y

EFT 0.423y 0.510y 0.519y 0.547y 0.519y

EDUCATION 0.312y 0.171* 0.468y 0.253y 0.468y

Abbreviations: NIHTB-CB, NIH Toolbox Cognition Battery; PCA, principal component analysis; MEMNIH, NIHTB-CBmemory factor; EFNIH, NIHTB-CB

executive function factor; CINIH, NIHTB-CB crystallized intelligence factor; EF/WMNIH, NIHTB-CB executive function/working memory factor; MEMT,

traditional memory factor; MEMT1, traditional memory factor with most available data; EFT, traditional executive function factor.

NOTE. Partial correlations controlled for age, sex, and education.

*P , .05.
yP , .001.
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cognition in a heterogeneous sample with memory impair-
ment, the inclusion of a delayed memory test is necessary
to explain maximum variance and to fully inform patterns
of cognitive performance across multiple domains. This
concept is further supported by the higher correspondence
with consensus diagnoses resulting from the NIHTB
discriminant function model that includes RAVLT-DR, over-
all and especially for reclassification of dementia due to AD.
Although in a nonclinical sample, learning is highly associ-
ated with recall performance, this will tend not to be the case
in individuals with memory deficits such as those with aMCI
and AD. The addition of the RAVLT-DR subtest was also of
particular importance in our sample given the fact that many
MCI and AD patients were unable to complete the standard
NIHTBmemory tests (Picture Sequencing and List Sorting),
an important consideration for future development of the
NIHTB-CB in an AD context.
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(CN and SCD) and symptomatic (MCI and AD) groups
were analyzed separately. Between-group differences on
the NIHTB factors patterned as expected and similarly to
traditional tests, which also supported the construct validity
of the NIHTB-CB.

As compared with available traditional measures, the
NIHTB-CB including RAVLT-DR demonstrated similar
classification agreement with clinical groups, even after ad-
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as traditional tests and has the potential to do so more effi-
ciently. Neither the NIHTB nor traditional batteries were
highly effective at classifying aMCI and naMCI, which
speaks to the importance of measures that can accurately
distinguish prodromal stages of AD. The error trend of the
NIHTB tests, which were more likely to classify MCI as
CN, may suggest the difficulty level needs to be increased
to detect mild impairment seen in MCI. This type of system-
atic error is preferable to the unsystematic error demon-
strated by the traditional tests (equally likely to misclassify
aMCI as AD or NC, and naMCI as CN or aMCI), as it can
be corrected using data modification techniques.

Considering the influence of demographics on cognitive
test performance [37,38], it is worthwhile to note we did not
use fully-adjusted scores available through the NIHTB-CB
software, which account for age, sex, race, ethnicity, and ed-
ucation [9,10]. Instead, we used nonadjusted raw and
computed scores of the NIHTB and traditional tests when
calculating factor scores and subsequently covaried for
demographic variables concurrently in all other analyses.
We chose this method because the full range of
demographic adjustments was not available for all
traditional tests. Although our methodological decision was
important for establishing the convergent validity of the
NIHTB-CB, the normative adjustments available through
the NIHTB-CB should be applied in clinical settings to ac-
count for differences in demographic characteristics such as
race and education that may influence cognitive test results.

A future research direction will be validation of the
NIHTB-CB in longitudinal assessment and with AD bio-
markers, including positron emission tomography, cerebro-
spinal fluid amyloid, and tau scans [39]. Future studies and
accumulation of normative data within a diverse population,
including low education groups, will enable identification
and dissemination of cut-scores for more efficient classifica-
tion of different stages. An advantageous feature of the
NIHTB-CB is incorporation of a crystallized intelligence
composite, which others have noted may lend a unique
method to efficiently measure cognitive reserve and increase
sensitivity to longitudinal decline [15]. We found that the
crystallized intelligence factor (CINIH) correlated with edu-
cation across both asymptomatic and symptomatic groups.
The utility of adopting criteria for detection of cognitive
impairment that considers decrements from estimated pre-
morbid functioning has been proposed [14] and explored
in the context of preclinical AD [40]. Further investigation
of cognitive profiles seen at preclinical stages of AD
[40,41] will be a critical next step toward examining the
utility of the NIHTB-CB for earlier detection.

A limitation of this study includes the relatively low
agreement rate for classification of MCI. Although the
consensus diagnoses represent those that would be expected
to be assigned in a neurology clinic setting, it is important to
consider that detailed analysis of comprehensive neuropsy-
chological test results has been shown to improve diagnostic
accuracy [42]. Although the consensus diagnosis process
used here is conventional in many clinical settings, these di-
agnoses are not considered “gold standard” andmay notmeet
research criteria. However, our intent was to compare typical
clinical practice methodology by primary care physicians
and general neurologists (among other specialists) with the
NIHTB tests to differentiate groups along the AD spectrum.
Furthermore, the pattern of scores on both the NIHTB and
traditional batteries, which demonstrated increasing impair-
ment across groups (CN,MCI,AD), provides support for
overall accuracy of the original diagnoses.

Another limitation resulting from our observational
design includes a cohort with diagnostic groups of varying
sample sizes. We attempted to address this by examining
the consistency of results within asymptomatic and symp-
tomatic groups; however, larger samples and more consis-
tent group sizes will be needed to replicate these results.
Strengths include standardized administration of the battery
for all clinic patients, and the wide age range and heteroge-
neous makeup of participants.

Protocols for applying the NIHTB-CB outside of a
research context may depend on the setting. Although the
NIHTB-CB can be administered by technicians and scored
by the program, interpretation should continue to be the
domain of clinicians experienced in understanding the appli-
cation of such tests in combination with clinical history,
particularly if diagnoses are being shared or clinical recom-
mendations made. If cut-scores are established in the future,
individuals exceeding an asymptomatic threshold or those
with borderline scores may proceed to complete comprehen-
sive neuropsychological evaluation, saving resources and
avoiding costly evaluations for individuals identified as CN.

In conclusion, we have shown that the NIHTB-CB
augmented with a delayed recall subtest is valid and useful
for assessing cognitive capability in individuals at risk for,
and those diagnosed with, age-related cognitive disorders
such as AD. Most participants had little trouble acclimating
to the computer-based test procedure, which shows, similar
to other studies [15,43,44], that computerized cognitive
testing is a feasible method to test younger, middle-aged,
and older adults. Data collection was automated, allowing
for score reports to be generated and interpreted rapidly.
The protocol demonstrated efficiency in the context of a
memory clinic and produced a relatively comprehensive
evaluation after a brief assessment. Although a traditional
neuropsychological evaluation often requires several hours,
administration time for our version of the NIHTB-CB
ranged from 35 to 40 minutes. These results support the
usefulness of the NIHTB-CB as a key part of the clinical
diagnostic evaluation and a promising tool for neuroepide-
miological studies.
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RESEARCH IN CONTEXT

1. Systematic review: Search engines (PubMed, Web of
Science, etc.) were used to identify literature on the
development, use, and validity of the NIH Toolbox
Cognition Battery (NIHTB-CB).

2. Interpretation: The NIHTB-CB was found to be
comparable to traditional neuropsychological mea-
sures in characterizing cognitive performance, and
the inclusion of a delayed recall subtest substantially
improved its validity and utility in this population.
The NIHTB-CB is a valid and useful computerized
test battery for brief assessment of cognition in a
memory clinic and Alzheimer’s risk reduction
setting.

3. Future directions: Some NIHTB-CB subtests are too
difficult for individuals with dementia due to AD;
delayed list learning should be added for these pa-
tients. Longitudinal evaluation should explore the
predictive validity of the NIHTB-CB against AD
biomarkers. NIHTB-CB cut-scores for MCI and de-
mentia subgroups should be established. Measures of
crystallized intelligence available in the NIHTB-CB
may be leveraged to characterize cognitive abilities
relative to premorbid intelligence.
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